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Introduction 
Let R be a ring with unit and let Rf denote the category of finitely generated free 
R-modules. Let 39 denote the abelian category of functors T: RF x Rf -+ Ab. 
For a given T E 93 we shall denote by T, the colim T(R”, R”). We define the stable 
K-theory groups of a given ring R with coefficients in T E 97 by the formula 
K”(R, T) = H,(F, T,) where F is a homotopy fiber of the plus-construction map 
BGl(R) + BGl(R)+, see [16] and [2] for discussions on stable K-theory. The action 
of xl(F) on T, is given by the homomorphism Z,(F) + Gl(R) and the conjugation 
action of Gl(R) on T,. 
The category 93 has enough projective objects and it is an easy exercise with 
Yoneda’s lemma to show that the functors 
P”s”(X, Y) = Z[(x*)” x Y”] 
form a set of projective generators in 99. The main goal of this paper is to prove that 
for some types of rings the following conjecture holds: 
Conjecture A. For any m and n, Kz~(R,Pns”) = 0 for i > 0. 
Assume that our conjecture A is true for a ring R. Then we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1. The finctors Kj(R,-) -+ Ab are derived jiinctors of the finctor 
K;(R,-) = H,(Gl(R); (-)m):a + Ab. 
This way we get a new, purely homological-algebraic definition of stable K-theory. 
We believe that the approach to stable K-theory which is presented here will be very 
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fruitful for better understanding the groups K”,(R, T) and the homology groups of 
Gl(R) with coefficients in T,. Theorem 2 can be treated as a sample application of our 
new approach to K”,(-,-). 
The fibration F -+ BGl(R) -+ BGl(R)’ gives us a Hochschild-Serre spectral se- 
quence converging to H,(Gl(R); T,) with Ei,, = H,(Gl(R);Ki(R, T)) where the 
groups Ki(R, T) are trivial Gl(R)-modules. We can view the groups Ki(R, T) as 
obstructions for the map T, + (T,),,(,, to induce a homology isomorphism of 
Gl(R). The conjecture above implies the following, rather surprising theorem: 
Theorem 2. Assume that our conjecture A is true for a ring R. Then for any T E 93 
H,(Gl(R);Tm) = @3 H,(GUR); K;(R; T)). 
p+q=n 
The theorem above is known to be true for T(R”, R”) = Hom(R”, R”) and all unital 
rings, see [2,6], but the method of proving it was completely different and went 
through the description of stable K-theory groups as homotopy groups of some 
spectrum. The approach below is certainly more suitable for algebraists and does not 
require any knowledge from topology. 
We also hope that the results like Theorem 1 can be useful for studying the relation 
between stable K-theory and topological Hochschild homology. This topic is dis- 
cussed in Section 3 where we formulate Conjecture B and we give some computations 
supporting it. The paper ends with an Appendix by the second author which has 
appeared as [21]. It contains computational results needed in Section 3. 
1. 
We start by proving special cases of Conjecture A. Observe that Pnvm(Ri,Ri) is 
a permutative Gli(R)-module so it splits into a sum over the set of orbits of the action 
of Gli(R) on ((R’)*)” x (R’)“. Let [V] denote the set of representatives of the orbits of 
this action, elements of [V] will be denoted [u]. Let S, denote the stabilizer of [v]. 
Then we have 
H*(Gli(R);Pnq”(Ri, R’)) = @ H*(Gli(R);Z[Gli(R)] @s,Z), 
IL’IEIVI 
This latter group is by Shapiro’s lemma equal to 
(0, ] H* cc; Z). 
Our way of approaching Conjecture A is to show that the embedding S, c Gl(R) 
becomes a homology equivalence when i goes to infinity. This implies that 
H,(Gl(R); P:“‘) = H,(Gl(R); H,(Gl(R); P;“)) 
= H,(Gl(R); K;(R, P”‘“)) 
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and from that, using the spectral sequence from the Introduction and standard 
techniques from homological algebra (see for example [19, X1.3, Exercise 23) we get 
that Kg(R, Pm) = 0 for j > 0 and K”,(R, Pm) is a free abelian group generated by 
[VI. 
Definition 1.1. We say that a ring R satisfies the RM-condition if for any n and m and 
for any S, as above the embedding S, + Gl,(R) becomes a homology isomorphism 
when i goes to infinity. 
Observe that actually we have already calculated the following: 
Proposition 1.2. Conjecture A is true for rings satisfying the RM-condition. 0 
Now we have to answer the question of how large the class of RM-rings is. We start 
from the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.3. Every field (possibly non-commutative) satisfies the RM-condition. 
Proof. Everything here relies on the following easy lemma from linear algebra: 
Lemma 1.4. Let W be aJinite-dimensional vector space over a$eld k. Assume that we 
have given two subspaces W 1 G W and U s W *. Then there exists a basis eI, . . . , ej of 
W such that WI = span(e,, . . . ,e,) and U = span(ez, . . . ,et). 0 
Observe that in our case 
S, = StabG1,cRj{xl, . . ,x,;yl, . . . ,Y.> 
= StabclicR,span{xl, . . . ,x,}nStaboI,(R~span{yl, . . . ,Y,> 
where for any j, Xi E R’ and for any k, y, E (R’)*. From Proposition 1.2 we know that 
there is a basis e, , . . . ,q in R’ such that the group S, as above is equal to 
G m’,n’ - Stabol,cR,{el, . . . ,e,,;e$, . . . ,et.) 
for some m’ I m and n’ I n. But it was shown in [ 15, Theorem 4.81 that the embed- 
ding 
Gli_ max~m,,n,)(R) + G,,,,, 
induces an isomorphism on Hj for j 4 i - max(m’,n’). Hence when i goes to cc we 
obtain the requires result. 0 
Proposition 1.5. Every commutative integral domain of$nite Krull dimension satisfies 
the RM-condition. 
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Proof. Let V be a finitely generated free R-module and Vi c V and U1 c V * be two 
submodules. We want to show that the embedding 
Stab,,(,,(l/,)nStabo,(“,(u,) + Gl(V) 
induces an isomorphism on the k-th homology group when k 6 dim(V) = j. Let K be 
the field of fractions for R and let W = V 0 K, WI = VI 0 K and U = U, @ K. Let 
cl, . . . , ej be a basis of W from Lemma 1.4 for the triple (W, WI, U). Let A be a free 
R-submodule of W with the basis ei, . . . , ej. Let 
Ai = span(ei, . . . ,e,) c A, B = span(e$, . . . ,ec) c A*. 
Our ring has the finite Krull dimension so we can again use [15, Theorem 4.81 and 
conclude that the embedding 
Stab Gl(A)AIAStabGI(A)B + G&4 
yields an isomorphism in homology when j goes to co. Note that we have an element 
f~ Gl(W) such thatf(V) = A. Then (by the previous observations) we know that the 
embedding 
Stab,,& ’ (~dnStaba(vj.f - l(B) + GV’) 
yields an isomorphism in homology when j tends to cc . Therefore the proof is finished 
by the following obvious lemma: 
Lemma 1.6. If VI, V, s V are two submodules such that VI @ K = V, @ K then 
StabGlcvlVl = StabGlCv,V2. 0 
Note. Proposition 1.5 is also true in the non-commutative case when rings have 
“good” fields of fractions. 
Remark 1.7. The class of rings satisfying the RM condition is closed under 
(i) products of rings, 
(ii) taking a matrix ring of a given ring. 
Proof. (i) The general linear group over the product of rings is a product of general 
linear groups over rings in this product. The same is true for the groups S,. This 
immediately implies our statement. 
(ii) Let S = Mk xk(R). If A is a column (row) vector in S’ then Ajdenotes the column 
(row) vector in Rik consisting of the jth columns (rows) of matrices in A. Then the 
following equality finishes the proof: 
Stabo,,cs,{&, . . . ,&;Rr, . . . ,&} 
= Staboiik(R) {A:, . . ,A:,&, . . . ) Ak,;B:, . . . ,g, . ,Bi}. 0 
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We know that every semi-simple ring is a product of some matrix rings over some 
fields. Hence by Proposition 1.5 we obtain the following: 
Corollary 1.8. Conjecture A is true for semi-simple rings. 0 
Now we deduce Theorem 1 by standard facts from homological algebra. We recall 
(see for example [7, chapter 31) the following fact: 
Proposition 1.9. There exists a unique (up to an isomorphism) family offunctors 
H,(R,-):B +Ab, i20 
satisfying the following properties: 
(i) For any short exact sequence in 93 
0 + TI + T, --f T3 + 0 
there exists a natural long exact sequence of abelian groups 
. . . +Hi+l(RTs) +fJ(R,Tl) +Hi(KTz)+Hi(RtTs)+ .“T 
(ii) if i 2 1 then H,(R, P”,“‘) = 0 for any m and n, 
(iii) one has a natural isomorphism 
H&T) = G&T). 0 
Because the family (Kf(R,-)} satisfies (i) and (iii) we see that Theorem 1 is true for 
rings satisfying Conjecture A. 
Remark 1.10. The groups KS,(R, T) are Morita-invariant. Hence if Conjecture A is 
true for a ring R, it is also true for any ring which is Morita-equivalent to R. 
2. 
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 2. We work here only with rings which 
satisfy conjecture A. We start with the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Let T E B. Then there is a projective P E 93 with an epimorphism P + T 
such that K”,(R, P) is a free abelian group. 
Proof. Since the P”,“’ form a set of projective generators in 49 it is enough to show that 
K”,(R, P’,“‘) is free for any m and n. But this latter group was calculated in section I and 
it is equal to @tvlElvlZ. 0 
Now we can prove our Theorem 2. Let T E 93 and let 
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be an exact sequence in @ with P projective and K”,(R, P) free. We want to show that 
K(Gl(R); T,) = ,+q_ &(Gl(R); R;(R, T)). 
We shall proceed by induction with respect to n. Our theorem is obviously true for 
IZ = 0. Assume that our theorem is true for any functor from B and any n < m. We 
have to show that our formula is true for the mth homology group. 
Observe that any short exact sequence of bifunctors as above induces two long 
exact sequences of groups, 
... -K;(R,S) +K;(R,P) +K;(R,T) +Kf_,(R,S)+ . . . . 
“. --+ Hi(Gl(R);S,) + Hi(Gl(R); Pm) + Hi(Gl(R); Tm) + Hi_ i(Gl(R);S,) + .. 
and moreover the diagram 
K;(R, T) - K;- I (R, S) 
1 I 
Hi(Gl(R); Tm)--t Him I (Gl(R); Sm) 
commutes by the definition of stable K-theory. From this we easily get the three 
following facts: 
(1) K”(R, T) = Ky_,(R,S) for i > 1, 
(2) K”,(R, T) is a direct summand of K”,(R, S) - this follows from the assumption on P, 
(3) by inductive assumption and (1) and (2) we know 
K,-,(Gl(R);S,) = @ H,(Gl(R);R;(R,S)). 
p+q=m-1 
= p+q@m_ 1 4&W); K,+ ,(R T)) 0 ?. 
Now we can come back to the spectral sequence from the Introduction with 
Ei,, = H,(Gl(R); Ki(R, T)). Observe that the indu$ive assumption shows that all 
differentials starting from Eg,, with p + q = m are trivial. Fact (3) implies: 
(i) all groups Ei,, with p + q = m survive to Ei, 
(ii) the boundary homomorphism H,(Gl(R): T,) + H,_,(Gl(R);S,) and an 
isomorphism H,(Gl(R); Ky(R, T)) + Hi(Gl(R); KY- ,(R, S)) give us the splitting 
KJGl(R); T,) = @ ffp(GW); K;(R TI). 
p+q=m 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
Remark 2.2. After [9], Theorem 2 can be viewed as an integral version of 
the Goodwillie’s result from [12] generalized to the larger class of coefficient 
systems. 
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3. 
This section is devoted to studying relation between stable K-theory and topologi- 
cal Hochschild homology. Usually topological Hochschild homology groups of a ring 
R are defined with coefficients in an R-R-bimodule M. By [14] and [23] one has an 
isomorphism 
THH,(R, M) z H,(Rr, Hom( -, M OR-)), 
where the homology groups at the right-hand side denote the homology groups of 
a small category with coefficients in a bifunctor (see [ 11). Therefore for any T E $9 we 
define topological Hochschild homology groups of R with coefficients in T to be 
H,(Rr, T). By (I203 and [S] we know that we have an isomorphism 
H,(Rr, T) = H,(M(R); T, ), 
where M(R) is the multiplicative monoid of matrices over R. The inclusion 
Gl(R) + M(R) yields a homomorphism 
H,(Gl(R); T,) + %(R,, T) 
It is well-known that the functors H,(R,, -): 6? + Ab are the left derived functors for 
the functor H,(R,,-): 39 + Ab. Hence the transformation 
K;(R, T) = H,(Gl(R); T,) + &(R,, T) 
has a unique extension 
\I.+: K;(R,-) + H,(R,,-) 
which is essentially defined as the composition 
K”,(R, T) + H,(Gl(R); T,) -+ I&W(R); T,). 
The main result of [9] or [24] shows that v, is an isomorphism when T is a biadditive 
bifunctor. This result is partially extended on higher degree bifunctors in [4]. But in 
general this map is not an isomorphism. For example if we take R to be a field and 
T = Poql then the calculations from Section 1 show that 
K;(R, PO,‘) = Z @ L 
because we have only two orbits corresponding to 0 and 0 # u E R’. On the other 
hand P”,l is a functor. In this case one can use the description of homology of a small 
category %? with coefficients in a functor F as higher colimit, of F over %? (see [l 1, 
Appendix 2, Section 33). But if V has zero object c” then colimits is the same as the 
value of F on G and higher colimits are trivial. Hence 
Ho(Rr,Po,‘) = Z. 
Now we are able to formulate our Conjecture B. 
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Conjecture B. Let R be a ring and M be an R Qd-R@‘-bimodule. Then v,(Fd@) is an 
isomorphism for any n 2 0, where Fd.’ has the form 
Fd.“(X, Y) = HomRod(XBd, M ORme YBe), d,e 2 0. 
This conjecture is known to be rationally true by the results of Goodwillie [ 12,131 
in the case d = e and by Betley [3,4] in other cases (in which the source and the target 
of v.+ are proved to be 0). 
Remark 3.1. By the main result of the Appendix, Conjecture B is equivalent to the 
following calculation of stable K-theory (we are using here the notation from the 
Appendix): 
K”,(R, Fdqe) = 0 if d # e, 
KS (R,Fd,d) = IIZH,(Q,(R)@~, M @ ??[&,I). 
Proposition 3.2. If Conjecture B is true for any d,e 2 0 then v*(T) is an isomorphism for 
any btfunctor T which is offinite degree with respect to both variables (see [lo] or [S] for 
the definition of the degree of bifunctors). 
Proof. This follows by the same argument as was used in [3, Section 21 and [S, Sect- 
ion 41. 0 
Proposition 3.3. We have the following,formulas, 
H,(Gl(R); F2e) = 0 if d # e, 
&(Gl(R); F$d) = HHO(RBd, M @ z[&]) = HH,(Q,(R)@d, M @ ??[&I), 
and hence Conjecture B is true for n = 0. 
Remark 3.4. For some kinds of rings (for example infinite fields of Z), Proposition 3.3 
is well known. In these cases it is just a simple consequence of the fundamental 
theorems of the invariants theory (see [S, Section 41 or [ 17, Chapter IX, Corollaries 1.4 
and 2.81). Moreover, the equality HH,(RBd, M @ z[cd]) = HH,(Q,(R)@d,Z[Cd]) 
follows directly from the definition of these groups. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let I/ be a free R-module with the chosen basis u1 , . . , u,. 
Then 
HomRod(V@d, M OROe I/@) E Matn,.,,.d(M). 
We can write the indices in matrices at the right-hand side as I = (iI, . . . , i,) and 
J = (jr, . . . ,jd), where 1 < iI, , i, 5 n, 1 5 jl, . ,j, I n. Let E;f, be a matrix with 
only one nontrivial term m placed at (Z,J). 
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Let ei, be an elementary matrix from Gl,(R). We shall study its action by conjuga- 
tion on Mat nx e,nxd(M), Let 1 I k I e and ik = s, t # il, . . . , i,. We denote 
I’=(il, . . . ,ik_l,t,ik+lr . . . ,i,). 
Then it is easy to show the following formula: 
Formula 3.5. 
e:, * EysJ = E;“sJ + E;‘P, - x(E ;“rJt + E’,y:) + 1 (E;?;,, + E’,;::) - ... 
P PC4 
where the sum in the second line is taken over all such p that 1 I p 2 d and j, = s and 
J’ =(jl, . . . . ,J~-~,~J~+~, .. . &I. 
The sum in the third line is taken over all 1 I p < q I d such that j, = j, = s and 
J” = (j,, . ,jp-l,trjp+l, . . . jq-l,trjq+l,... jd)
and so on. 
In particular if ik = s #j i, . . ,j, for some k then Ey; - 0 (homologous to zero) 
because in that case we do not have the second and the third line in Formula 3.5. 
Moreover, by an easy induction on a we can show that E;; - 0 if there is some 
1 < s 5 n which is contained in J precisely a times and in Z more than a times. Now we 
observe that our proposition for d # e follows from this. 
The case d = e will be proved the same way as the classical result which shows that 
the trace map induces an isomorphism on the zero homology group of GL(R). Let 
Z and J be multiindices. Ifs is contained in I and in J precisely p times (p 2 2) then it 
follows from Formula 3.5 that 
E;; - EY,,, + ... + E;lp+ 
where each index Zk and Jk contains s exactly (p - 1) times. Therefore we can always 
assume that EyJ is homologous to the sum of elements of the type EIsJs where J’ = oZ’, 
n E Cd and all indices in I’ are different. 
Claim. We can always assume that I = (1, . . . ,d). 
Proofofthe claim. It follows easily from Formula 3.5 that we can assume I equals 
a permutation of (1, . . . , d). If 
Z=(...j...i...) 
and J = oZ we shall denote 
Z=(...i...j...), Z,=(... i...i...), Z3=(...j...j...). 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
ek* E;“,J = E;“,./ + E;“,J + EL + E;“,J 
- Ey2,p - EylJ, - E;;, - E;,,, 
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and hence E,, N - EI,J + EIX. Here J’ coincides with J except it has one more 
i instead ofj. If now in Formula 3.5 we take s = i, t = j, I = I2 and J = J’ then we 
obtain 
J%_V N E?,J + E;J,, 
Here J” is obtained from J by exchanging i and j. And finally we have 
E,“, N E;,,.,. 
It follows immediately from this formula that we can assume I = (1, . . . ,d). 
Now, analogously to the case d = 1, we define the trace map 
Tr: Matn.d,nxd (M) + HO(Rmd,M @ z[cdl) 
by 
Ww) = 1 1 W,(I) 0 0 
The map Tr is Gl,(R)-equivalent and it is an epimorphism. The computations above 
show that Tr induces an isomorphism 
&(Gl,(R);Mat,.d,nxd (M)) r Ho(R@‘, M @ z [cd]). 0 
Appendix 
The aim of this appendix is the proof of the following result. 
Theorem A.l. Let A be a small additive category and F be the category of all functors 
from A to the category of modules over the ring R. Let N: A” + R-mod, n > 1, be 
a functor with property that 
N(Xi, . . . ,X,) = 0 if there is an i with Xi = 0. (A.1) 
Let Nd: A + R-mod be the composition of N with the diagonal embedding A + A”. 
Then 
Ext;(M, Nd) = 0 = Ext;(Nd, M), q 2 0, 
whenever M has degree (in the sense of [lo]) a most n - 1. Moreover, similar results t 
hold also for Tor groups. 
Recall that by Corollary 3.11 of [14] if M has projective values then there is 
a natural isomorphism 
H*(A, HomR(M, Nd) = Extc(M, Nd), 
where on the left-hand side we have the cohomology of the category A with coeffic- 
ients in the bifunctor (in the sense of [l]) 
Hom,(M,Nd):AOPXA +Ab 
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which is given by 
(X, Y) ++HomR(M(X),N( Y, . . . , Y)). 
Thus we immediately obtain the following result: 
Corollary A.2. Suppose that the values of M are projective R-modules. Then 
H,(A,Hom,(M,Nd)) = H*(A,Hom,(M,Nd)) = 0. 0 
Theorem A.1 was proved in [22] for the case n = 2. It follows from Theorem A.1 that 
Ext,*( @“, M @ R( 0”)) = 0. 
when n and m are two different nonnegative integers. Here A is the category of finitely 
generated free left S-modules, R = S@” and M is an So”-So”-bimodule. On the other 
hand, by Proposition 3.3 and the techniques of [14, Section 23 one can deduce that 
there is a natural isomorphism 
Ext,*( @“, M 0 R@n) z HH*(Q,(S)@“, M 0 Z[C,]). 
Here C, is the n-th symmetric group, HH* means the Hochschild cohomology and 
Q,(S) is the suitable chain algebra which has the same homology as the Eilen- 
berg-Mac Lane spectrum (see [14,18]). The Q,(S)@“-bimodule structure on 
M 0 Z[C,] is induced by the augmentation Q,(S)@” + So” and 
r(m 0 ~7.) = (rm) 0 D, 
(m @ a)r = (mrum’) @ 6, mEM, PER, FEZ,,. 
Here C, acts on R = P” by permuting factors. 
Before proving Theorem A.1 we need some more notation and lemmas. 
For any functor T : A + R-mod and any k 2 0 we denote the kth cross-effect of 
T by Tk: Ak -+ R-mod. By definition there exists a natural decomposition (see [lo]) 
T(X, 0 ‘.’ OX,) = @Tk(Xi,, ... 9X,,), (A.2) 
where the sum is taken over all 1 5 il < . . . < ik I m. We denote by Y]~,~ the composi- 
tion of the projection on the summand Tk(X, . . ,X) with the map T(X) -+ T(Xk) 
which is induced by the diagonal map X + Xk. Then we obtain the natural 
transformation 
YIr,k:T-‘Tkd> 
where T f denotes the composition of Tk : Ak + R-mod with the diagonal embedding 
A+Ak. Let tT,k(X) be the restriction to the summand T:(X) of the map 
T(Xk) + T(X) which is induced by the codiagonal map Xk + X. Then we have the 
natural transformation 
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Lemma A.3. Let N: A* -+ R-mod be a functor satisfying Condition (A.l) and T = Nd. 
Then nT,n is a split monomorphism and rT,n is a split epimorphism. 
Proof. Let pi : X, + X, denote the projection on the ith summand. Then the splitting 
for ~r,~ is given by the restriction of N(p,, ,p,) to T:(X). A similar argument 
shows that tr,n has a section. 0 
Lemma A.4 Let F(n) be the category ofull,functors from A” to R-mod and let F’(n) be 
thefull abelian subcategory of F(n) consisting offunctors satisfying property (A.l). Then 
there exists a functor p : F(n) + F’(n)which is left-and right- side adjoint to the inclusion 
and the restriction of fi to F’(n) is isomorphic to identity. In particular /? is exact and 
sends projectives to projectives and injectives to injectives. 
Proof. We define /3 by 
(BW)(XI, .‘. ,X,) 
=ker(y:W(Xr, . . . ,X,)+@W(Xr, . . . ,Xi_l,O,Xi+1, . . . ,X,)). 
Here y is induced by Xi + 0. This definition implies that p(W) ? W, if W E F’(n). 
Since y has a section, p(W) is a direct summand of W and we have 
(PW)(XI, ... ,XJ 
E Coker(@W(X,, . . . ,Xi_ r, O,Xi+I, . . . X,) + W(XI, . ,X,,)). 
Let f: W 4 N be a natural transformation. Then the composition 
oW(X,, ... Xi_l,O, Xi+l ... X,,) + W(X1, . X,) + N(X1, . . . ,X,,) 
factors through @N(X,, . . . Xi_ 1 ,OXi+ 1, . . . ,X,) = 0. Therefore f(X,, . . . ,X,) fac- 
tors uniquely through p(W). This means that p is a left adjoint functor to the 
inclusion. Right adjointness of p follows from the second definition of. it. 0 
Lemma AS. Let W be an injective (resp. a projective) object in F(n). Then Wd is an 
injective (resp. a projective) object in F. 
Proof. We shall give only the proof in case of injectives. We recall that for an arbitrary 
small category C the following family of functors is a family of injective generators in 
(R-mod)c: 
X + Maps(C(X, c), I). 
Here c E Ob C, I is an injective generator in the category of R-modules. Therefore it is 
sufficient to consider the case 
W(Xl, . . . ,X,,) = Maps(A(Xr,c,)x ... x A(X,,c,),l), 
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where cr, . . . , c, E Ob A. Hence 
Wd(X) = Maps(A(X,c, x ... x c,),I) 
Therefore Wd is in injective in F. 0 
Proof of Theorem A.1. Recall that we want to show Ext4,(M,Nd) = 0 for all 4. First 
consider the case when q = 0. Let 
5:M+T=Nd (resp.o:Nd=T-+M) 
be a natural transformation with deg M < n and assume N satisfies Condition (A.l). 
We denote by T,, : Mt -+ Tf (resp. cn : Tf + M,d) the induced map between nth cross- 
effects. Since qT,n and 5T.n are natural with respect to T, we have 
qT,n7 = Z,qM,n = 0 (resp. tF,“cn = gtT,n = 0) 
because M, = 0. By Lemma A.3, Y]T,n is a monomorphism and 5T.n is an epimorphism, 
therefore T = 0 = 0. Let 0 + N -+ I* be an injective resolution in F(n). Then 
0 + N -+ P(I*) is also an injective resolution by Lemma A:4. Therefore 
0 --+ Nd + ( /3(Z*))d is an injective resolution too (by Lemma A.5). But /?(Z*) satisfies 
property (A.l) by Lemma A.4. Therefore, 
Ext,*(M,Nd) = H*(Hom,(M,(fi(Z*))d)) = H*(O) = 0. 
By the dual argument we obtain the second equality 
Ext;(Nd, M) = 0. 0 
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